HOOD SEALS AND DOOR GLASS - ADJUST

Service repair no - 76.31.04

1. Check door alignment *See Doors.*

Adjust

Cantrail seal

1. Check that cantrail seal butts up to 'A' post seal correctly, the cantrail seal must not be distorted when the hood is closed.
2. To adjust cantrail seal release hood and carefully slide seal either backwards or forwards in its channel.
3. Ensure seals are located correctly in their channels.

'A' post seal

1. Check that 'A' post seal is positioned square at the corner of the 'A' post and header.
2. To adjust 'A' post seal remove 2 Torx screws securing header striker and remove striker.
3. Manoeuvre 'A' post seal to its correct position.
4. Close hood and secure with opposite side hood catch, apply downward pressure on hood and check that 'A' post seal is aligning correctly.
5. Release hood and fit header striker and secure with Torx screws, tighten to 6 Nm.